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“As an NGO that depends on donated funds, our budgets are
challenging and we are always looking for the most cost-effective
solution”, said Dave Lipsey, IT Director at Global Witness “so we
turned to our go-to audio visual expert for advice.”
Global communication and activity development requires
close collaboration and coordination between offices
and among campaigners around the world. Clarity, an
understanding of issues and decisiveness are critical to
effective communication.
Carillion was asked to help Global Witness with its
video collaboration in terms of both visual impact and
accessibility.

Cloud based conference access brings
everyone together
Given the diverse nature of Global Witness’s stakeholder
systems and end points, Carillion recommended Blue Jeans
cloud-based video collaboration. As Blue Jeans is system
agnostic, Global Witness can take an inclusive approach
to its global communications, regardless of devices and
services in use around the world.
With Blue Jeans you only need a device and someone to
meet. Global Witness has embraced the new capability to
involve dozens of people in different global regions in highly
productive meetings by video.
The plethora of plug-ins and connections is gone and access
is rapid. Dave Lipsey says Blue Jeans is “a huge time saver.”
Easy administration, scheduling and connection via an
intuitive interface, as well as the ability to share content on
screen, are Blue Jeans features that have further enabled
Global Witness to leap ahead from the functionality of the
old Skype days.
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